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The identification problems, i.e., the problems of finding unknown parameters 
in distributed systems from the observations are very important in modern 
control theory. The solutions of these identification problems can be obtained 
by solving the equations of the first kind. However, the solutions are often 
unstable. In other words, they are not continuously dependent on the data. 
The regularization or Tihonov’s regularization is known as one of the stabilizing 
algorithms to solve these non well-posed problems. In this paper is studied the 
regularization method for identification of distributed systems. Several ap- 
proximation theorems are proved to solve the equations of the first kind. Then, 
identification problems are reduced to the minimization of quadratic cost 
functionals by virtue of these theorems. On the other hand, it is known that 
the statistical methods for identification such as the maximum likelihood lead to 
the minimization problems of certain quadratic functionals. Comparing these 
quadratic cost functionals, the relations between the regularization and the 
statistical methods are discussed. Further, numerical examples are given to 
show the effectiveness of this method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The identification problems, i.e., the problems of finding unknown parameters 
in distributed parameter systems from the observations are very important in 
modern control theory. The state identification or the state estimation problems 
of distributed systems have been chiefly treated by the statistical methods [I], 
[2], [4], [IO], [ll]. These studies are essentially the extensions of the Kalman 
filter and the estimation theory in lumped parameter systems. Specifying the 
statistical properties of the disturbances, “statistically optimal” estimates are 
obtained. However, the specification of these statistical properties (means, 
covariances) is not always easy. 
Here is considered a deterministic approach for the identification problem. 
The problem of finding unknown parameters in a system can be reduced to the 
equation of the first kind. The solutions of these equations are in general unstable. 
In other words, they are not continuously dependent on the data. The regulariza- 
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tion or Tihonov’s regularization [8], [9] IS a method of stabilizing the solutions 
of these “non well-posed” problems. \Ve have alreadv applied the Tihonov’s 
method to the identification problem of finding the pollution source in rivers and 
had good results [3]. 
Here an extension of Tihonov’s method is considered. Using this method, the 
identification problem is reduced to the minimization of a quadratic cost functio- 
nal. Some relations between the statistical methods and the regularization are also 
discussed. Further we will give simple numerical examples. 
2. THE CONCEPT OF THE REGULARIZATION AND BASIC THEOREMS 
2.1. The Concept of the Regularization 
The regularization or Tihonov’s regularization was first proposed by 
A. N. Tihonov. Originally considered was the method for solving the integral 
equation of the first kind [8] 
(2.1) 
To understand the meaning of the regularization, let us consider (2.1). First, 
suppose that the operator T is one to one. Therefore, if the data Z(X) is free of 
error, there exists a unique solution u(y) corresponding to Z(X). In practical 
situations, however, there always exists some error on the data. Therefore it 
becomes an important question whether a small error on the data induces a great 
error on the solution or not. I f  the solution is continuously dependent on the data, 
the problem is called well-posed. The equation (2.1) is non well-posed because 
the inverse operator T-l is in general unbounded. 
This incorrectness induces great difficulties to the numerical analysis of (2.1). 
Ordinary approximation methods are useless and special techniques are needed. 
In this case the numerical approximation of the solution can be carried out by 
utilizing the “regularization method” introduced by Tihonov. He has reduced 
the problem to the minimization of the following functional: 
The second integrand is crucial. Roughly speaking, the term su2dy in the 
right-hand side of (2.2) prevents the solution u from the divergence, and the 
term j(du/dy)2 dy smoothes the solution u. 
A. N. Tihonov has shown that the approximation of the true solution u is 
obtained from the discretization of the Euler equation of (2.2) with appropriately 
chosen a. 
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In this paper an extension of Tihonov’s method is considered so as to apply 
to identification problems. First, we present general approximation theorems, 
and then study the approximation problems of quadratic functionals defined in 
the next paragraph. 
2.2. Basic Approximation Theorems 
Let U and E denote Hilbert spaces on R, Uad denote a convex closed subset 
of U. Suppose that J(v) is a convex continuous functional defined on U such that 
there exists at least one element u satisfying 
(2.3) 
Let X represent the set of the optimal solutions u for J(v). Then the following 
lemma holds. 
LEMMA. X is a convex closed subset of LT. 
Proof. See Lions [5]. 1 
Let M(v) denote a strictly convex continuous functional defined on U such 
that M(v) ---f CO, as /I v 1) -+ 0~). Note that there is a unique optimal solution for 
M(v) on a convex closed subset of U, i.e., 
InnAqz4, = M(ii). (2.4) 
In order to find C, let us consider a “regularized” functional 
J&4 = JW + cM4 (a > 0). (2.5) 
Then we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. For any positive LX, there exists a unique element u, E VA satisfying 
As LX+ 0, u, converges weakly to ii in U. Moreover, 
A!@,) + M(fq. (2.7) 
Proof. See Appendix. 1 
The following theorem will be necessary when we consider the regularization 
method for equations of the first kind later. 
409/63/1-6 
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THEOREM 2. Assume that there is a sequence of convex closed continuous 
functionals J”(w) with the properties that 
(1) as n -+ co, J’“(n) -+ J(v) unijorrnb on an arbitrary bounded set of L’, 
(2) J(u) = 0, for any u E X 
(3) there exists a sequence of positiwe numbers Pn such that / J”(u)1 < /3, , for 
any u E X, 
and also 
Bn - 0, as n-tco. 
If we choose a sequence of positive numbers LX,, satisfying 
then there exists a sequence {u,“} C Urtd with the properties that 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(5) u,~ converges weakly to u, 
(6) as n 4 CO, M(u,,) 4 M(G). 
Proof. See Appendix. 1 
Now we study the regularization for linear equations of the first kind. Let T 
be a linear continuous operator from CT to E. Choose an element ur E Uad and put 
Let 
z = Tu, (2.11) 
J(V) = !I Tr - z iii, (2.12) 
M(0) = 11 v  - u. 11% (for some u0 E U), (2.13) 
then, J(v) and M(r) satisfy the assumptions for Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. 
In this case 
X = Uad n (ul + Ker T). (2.14) 
In particular when iZJart = U, X is an afline subspace of U. Applying Theorem 1 
to this case, we obtain: 
THEOREM 3. For any positive OL, there exists a unique element u, E Uaa satisfying 
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Moreover, u converges strongly to a unique limit is, as (Y tends to 0, where ii0 satisfies 
T,$I’ u - uo llu = II co - uo Ilu * (2.16) 
Proof. From Theorem 1, we have u, + co weakly and !I ua - u. 1) --f 
// tie - u. 11. Therefore, the right-hand side of the identity 
11 u, - Co 11: = 11 u, - u. lib - 2(u, - u. , u. - iro)u + /I u. -- is, 11; (2.17) 
converges to zero, which means the strong convergence of u, . 1 
Remark. When Uaa = U, a0 is the projection of u. onto the afline subspace 
S. We call ir, “the pseudo-solution” as the element nearest to u. on X. 1 
Now, let U be the space of solutions, and E be the space of data. Then we 
wish to find the solution of the linear equation: 
TV = z, (2.18) 
where Z, is an approximate data of z. In other words, when given a sequence 
{zJ that converges to the true data z, it is required to find a corresponding 
sequence of solutions {Us} that converges to the true solution ur . Here we have 
two difficulties. First, T-l may not exist. Secondly, the solutions are instable 
since the inverse operator T-l is in general unbounded. In terms of variational 
problems, the former means that the set X of the optimal solutions for J(v) may 
have many elements; the latter means that the optimal solutions for 
may not exist. 
J”(v) = II TV - 2, II: (2.19) 
Then, let us consider the regularization 
Jan(v) = I/ Tv - z, 11; + a: I! 2’ - u. Ii;, (2.20) 
for J”(v). In general, the optimal solution u, for Jan(v) diverges when iy tends to 
zero. However, when the error jl Z, - z I/ is sufficiently small, the approximation 
of tie in (2.16) is obtainable. This assertion is proved in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. ,dssume that z, converges to z in E. If the sequence of positive 
numbers OL, is chosen such that 
II %I - z lli/% - 0, %I - 0, (as n + co), 
then there exists a sequence {Us,} C Clad with the properties that 
(2.21) 
(1) $fa J”,(v) = sLa {II TV - zn II; + an II z’ - uo ll”u> = J:,(u,,), (2.22) a 
(2) uan converges strongly to ii0 in U. 
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Proof. Note that (2.19) satisfies the conditions for J”(v) in Theorem 2. 
Therefore, Theorem 4 is a direct consequence of Theorem 2. 1 
3. IDENTIFICATION 0F DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS 
First, let us define the following notations. 
Notation: 
Q: a bounded open simply connected domain in Rn 
r: the boundary of Q, i.e., I’ = 8Q 
0 = (0, T) x Q (T>O) 
Z = (0, T) ;’ r 
A: a second order elliptic operator, i.e., 
1 asfttt, 2 45,’ + .*- + L*) (a >, 0) 
z,j 
4, , a, ELW), -a, > E > 0, 1 < i, j S; II, 
E: the space of observation 
C: the space of solutions 
C: a linear continuous operator from L”(Q) to E (L*(Q) is the class of 
square integrable functions on Q.) 
t: time variable 
s: space variable 
3.1. Formulations of identi$ication problems by the regularization 
Here we show how to treat identification problems of distributed systems by 
the regularization technique. Making use of the theorems obtained in the 
previous section, identification problems are reduced to the optimization of 
certain quadratic functionals. In the following paragraph, we will discuss the 
relationships between the regularization and the statistical estimation methods. 
We begin by giving a few examples. 
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EXAMPLE 1. 
System: 
Observation: 
“y(t, x) 
___ = -4y(t, 4 +f(t, 4 at (f, -4 E Q (3.1) 
y Ix = 0 (3.2) 
Y(O7 4 = YOW XEQ. (3.3) 
z = Cy(t, x) (3.4) 
Then, consider the following problem. 
Problem 1. 
Assume that the input f and the initial condition y0 are unknown. Identify 
these terms using the information obtained from the observation (3.4). 
Note that the state y(t, X) and the observation z are linear continuous functions 
off and y,, . Hence z has the representation: 
z = Tu, (u = (f9 Yoh (3.5) 
by some linear continuous operator T. Applying Theorem 4, we are led to the 
following optimization problem: 
Minimize 
Jul.&> = II ‘3 - z II: + 0~1 llf - fo llh, + ~2 II yo - loo Ilhn) (3.6) 
with respect to the system (3.1) N (3.3). (V =(f, yo), Uad = U =L2(Q) x L2(Q).) 
Remark. The functions yoo and f. in the above expression denote properly or 
arbitrarily chosen incorrect estimates of the initial value and the input, respec- 
tively. 1 
Suppose that there exists a mapping from the observation to (f, yo), then we 
obtain an approximation of the true solution. On the other hand, if T is not one 
to one, we have an approximation of the pseudo-solution. (In the latter case the 
approximate solution is dependent on the initial estimates (f. , yoo) and the 
subspace X.) 
EXAMPLE 2. 
System: 
aY - = Ay + B(t, x)f(t, x) at (t, 4 E Q (3-7) 
y Ix = 0 (3.8) 
Yox 4 = 3’0 XEs2 (3.9) 
(B(t, x): a bounded continuous function defined on Q) 
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Observation: 
Problem 2. 
z(t, x) = Cy(t, x) (t, 4 E Q (3. IO) 
(E = L’(Q)) 
Assuming that f and y,, are unknown, identify them from the observation. 
Here we consider a formulation slightly different from that in Example 1. Let 
N, M and PO be linear continuous symmetric operators defined on E, L2(Q) and 
L”(Q), satisfying 
(z, N4E 2 Cl II x II’E for any a E E (3-l 1 )l 
(h W) 3 CL? l!fh0, for any feL*(Q) (3.1 I)* 
(Yo 9 POYO) 3 c3 II Yo llh for any y. EL*(G), (3*11)3 
(c,: positive constants, i = 1,2, 3) 
respectively. 
Then, each left-hand side of (3.11) defines the norm of the corresponding 
space. Hence we can take the following JN,,Jv) as a regularized functional. 
L&4 = (CY - z, WCY - 4)E + %(f - fo 3 MU - fo>h?) 
+ a*(Yo - Yoo 9 Po(Y0 - YooNL"(n) 9 (v = (f, yo)). (3-w 
PROBLEM 3. 
System: 
ay - = Ay at in Q 
ay 
Cl37-tC2Y =g on Z A 
Y(O, 4 = Yo on Sz 
(Cl 9 c2- * nonnegative constants satisfying cr + c2 = 
Observation: 
z = Cy(t, x) 
where 
g EL*(z). 
Problem 3. 
Identify the unknown (g, yo) from the observation a. 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
117 
(3.16) 
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As the previous examples, the functional to be minimized is as follows: 
J+&J) = I! CY - z ll”E + a1 II g - go IISm + a2 IIYO - Yoo llh?) (3.17) 
(v = (5 Yoh (go ! Yoo) E u = L2(Z) x w-4)* 
In order to obtain the optimal solutions for (3.6), (3.12) and (3.17), direct 
minimization techniques such as the gradient or the conjugate gradient methods 
[7] are available. Moreover, we can derive necessary conditions for optimality 
by using adjoint systems, and also the Riccati equations. Such derivations have 
been fully investigated in [l], [5], and are omitted here. 
3.2. Relations between the regularization and the statistical approaches 
Let us consider the relations between the formulations by the regularization, 
for example, (3.12), and those by the statistical methods. 
First, let us briefly and formally review the maximum likelihood approach by 
Tzafestas and Nightingale [ 111, where an estimation problem is reduced to the 
minimization of a quadratic cost functional. 
System: 
aY - = Ay + B(t, 6%) w(t, Lx) at in Q (3.18) 
N*y=O on Z (3.19) 
Observation: 
z(t, 4 = KY@, 4 + a(& 4 in Q (3.20) 
where y denotes a scalar valued state variable, B(t, x), a bounded continuous 
function on Q, N, a boundary operator, and w, v denote the white Gaussian 
noises with means identically zero and covariances given by: 
E{w(t, x) . W(T, s)} = C,(x, s, t) S(t - T), 
E{w(t, x) * W(T, s)} = c&v, s, t) S(t - T), 
E{w(t, x) . W(T, s)} = 0. 
Also assume that the initial value y,, is the Gaussian random variable independent 
of w, V, and with mean y,, and covariance P(x, s). (C, , C, , P: symmetric 
positive definite.) 
Then, applying the Bayes’ formula, the filtering problem is reduced to the 
minimization of the following functional: 
J = j-n J‘, (YOW - YoW WYOW - jioh))) dQ dJ-2, 
1 
+jy 1 (z- 
0 n R, 
lb&y, C,‘(z - iV&y)) dQ dQ, d7 
+ ,d s, j-a (w(T, x>, ‘%h(T, ~1)) dQ dQ, d7 
1 
(3.21) 
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Further, it is proved that the filtered estimate and the covariance equation derived 
from the minimization of (3.21) are the same as those obtained by using the 
orthogonal projection [IO]. Th us, the estimation problem leads to the minimiza- 
tion of the quadratic functional such as (3.21). 
The functional (3.21) is somewhat similar to (3.12). In fact, if we assume that 
C, , C, and P satisfy 
b, < c,-’ < Cl ) b, < c,l < cp , b, < P--l < c3 
(bi , ci: positive constants, i = 1, 2, 3), 
then (3.21) and (3.12) are formally equivalent by taking: 
(3.22) 
f = w, f. = 0, c = M, , Yoo = To ; 
i C,‘(x, s, t) y(t, s) ds = a,My 
s C;l(x, s, t) z(t, s) ds = Nz 
s P-l@, s) ye(s) ds = c~~P,y~ . 
Thus, choosing some parameters properly, the formulations by the regularization 
becomes equivalent to that by the maximum likelihood. 
The regularization and the statistical methods are based on different ideas. The 
point of the regularization consists in the stabilization of the solutions; that of 
the statistical methods is the statistical optimality. There is, however, a formal 
equivalence between them by the above arguments. Hence we can assert the 
following. 
(1) The probabilistic estimation methods such as the maximum likelihood 
give statistically optimal solutions by specifying the means and the covariances 
of the disturbances. At the same time, the equation of the observation (3.20) can 
be taken as an equation of the first kind with respect to the unknown (eu, yo). The 
problem to solve (3.20) is equivalent to the minimization of the second term in 
(3.21), which is improper. Here, it should be noted that the specification of the 
means and the covariances of the disturbances makes the improper problem 
well-posed (regularization). Thus, these statistical estimation methods can be 
regarded as a regularization of non-well posed problems. 
(2) The theorems in Section 2 state that the solution becomes unstable 
when the order of oc, , a2 becomes smaller than the square of the order of the 
observation error. Hence when we apply the Kalman filter, it is necessary to pay 
attention to the stability, because if the covariance of the initial value or the 
system disturbance is too large, then the solution is liable to be unstable. 
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(3) The theory of the regularization states that so long as the solution is 
stable, it is continuous with respect to the small fluctuations of the parameters in 
the system. Hence the solutions by the Kalman filter is continuous with respect 
to the fluctuations of the statistical properties of the noises or other parameters 
if they are stable. 
4. SIMPLE NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. 
System: 
aY - a"r +f(t)g(x) at - a9 (t, x) E (0, T) x R 
Y(O, 4 = 0 XER 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Observation: 
z(t) = r(t, c) t E (0, T), (c E R: fixed) (4.3) 
where y(t, x) denote the scalar valued state variable, f(t), g(x) are assumed to be 
sufficiently smooth functions. Moreover we assume that g(x) = 0 in R - (a, b) 
and c $ (a, b) for simplicity of the computation. 
Let us consider the following problem. 
Problem: 
Suppose that g(x) is unknown. Identify it from the observation z(t). (The 
functionf(t) is supposed to be known.) 
In this case g(x) is obtained by solving the equation of the first kind: 
z(t) = s,’ sp U(t - 7, c, 404 g(x) dJc dT (4.4) 
where U(t, x, JP) is the fundamental solution of (4.1) given by: 
u(t, x, y) = dz exp(-(x - y)2/4t). 
Equation (4.4) is nothing but the Fredholm equation 
(4.5) 
z(t) = s” K(t, x)g(x) dx 
a (4.6) 
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where 
K(t, x) = j” U(t - T, c, x)f(~) d7. 
0 
(4.7) 
Using the regularization, the functional to be minimized is: 
Jm = joT (I - j” K(t, x)g(x) dx]’ dt + 01 jOga dx. 
a a 
(We put go(x) = 0.) 
(4.8) 
As the kernel K(t, x) has the explicit form (4.7), it is obvious that the optimal 
solution g, for J* can be obtained by solving the Euler equation: 
j” j’ K(t, x) K(t, s) dtg(s) ds - 1’ K(t, x) z(t) dt + ag(x) = 0 
a 0 0 
(a < x < b). (4.9) 
By the difference approximation of (4.9), we obtain the algebraic equation 
(K*K + d)g = K*x (4.10) 
where 
K = (ktj) = (K((i - l/2) dt, (j - l/2) AX)) 
g = kj) = M(i - l/2) AXI) 
z = (Zi) = (z((i - l/2) dt)) 
Ax = (b - a)/?& At = T/m 
1 <i<m, 1 <j<n, (m 2 4. 
The result of the numerical analysis is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The simulation 
data used are as follows: 
m = n = 20, a = 0.0, b = 4.0, c = 5.0, T = 20.0 
f(t) = sin t + 1.0. 
Remark. We consider two situations, i.e., 
(1) +I =u(t, 4, (noise-free observation) 
(2) z(t) = r(4 4 + 4th 
(noisy observation, ( e(t)1 < 1.0 X 10P2,) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
In the latter case, an observation error on the data is taken into account other than 
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those induced by the discretization. That is, uniformly distributed random 
numbers e(t) is generated and added to the observed data. 1 
Fig. 1 shows the solutions for different 0~‘s by the observation (4.11). The 
approximation g, converges to the true solution as 01- 0. If, however, we put 
(Y = 0, the solution diverges and no approximation can be obtained. On the 
other hand, as is shown in Fig. 2, when the observed data (4.12) is used, the 
solution g, diverges as (Y ---f 0. In this case the “optimal” approximation is gE for 
FIG. 1. g,(x) obtained by the noise-free data in Ex. 1. 
OL E 4.0 x 10m3. (Note that according to Theorem 4, the solution becomes 
unstable when (Y < 10-4.) 
PROBLEM 2. 
System: 
ay ~ZY -- 
Z - ax2 (t, 4 E (0, T) x R 
YKA 4 = Y&4 XER (4.14) 
(y,Jx) = 0, in R - (a, b).) 
Observation: 
z(t) = y(t, c) t E (To , q, ql > 0, (c E R: fixed,) (4.15) 
Problem: 
Suppose that y,,(x) is unknown, identify it from the observation. 
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As in the previous example, y,,(.v) is obtained by solving the Fredholm integral 
equation: 
z(t) = J‘b U(t, c, x) y&c) dx 
0 
(4.16) 
where U(t, X, y) is given by (4.5). 
Putting 
FIG. 2. g,(x) obtained by the noisy data in Ex. 1. 
K(t, .I?) = qt, c, x), 
y&x) is approximately calculated by using the equation: 
j-I s’ K(t, x) K(t, s) y,(s) dt ds - ST K(t, x) z(t) dt + a&~) =:- 0 
a Tll TO 
(U<X~<zJb) (4.17) 
and its discretization such as (4.10). 
As in Example 1, we consider two types of measurement, i.e., (4.11) and 
(4.12). The result of the calculation is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The simulation 
data are the same as those in Example 1. 
As is shown in Fig. 3, when the observed data are free of error, yea(x) converges 
to the true solution as OL tends to zero. Fig. 4 shows the approximate solutions 
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0’ 
2.0 4.0 
FIG. 3. y,,=(x) obtained by the noise-free data in Ex. 2. 
FIG. 4. y,,,(x) obtained by the noisy data in Es. 2. 
obtained by the observation (4.12). Here, when a! z 1.3 x 10P1, the true solution 
is comparatively well-approximated. (The approximations in Fig. 4 are “worse” 
than those in Fig. 2 of Example 1. This is due to the differences of the orders of 
the observed data. That is, the order of the observed data in Example I is about 
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0.1 h I .O; that in Example 2 is about 0.07 N 0.02. Thus, the data in Example 2 
is more greatly corrupted by the noise than those in Example 1.) 
Remark. When the observation (4.12) is used, the “optimal” ,X’S are greater 
than 1O-3, the limit of the stability of the solution (cf. Theorem 4.). However, the 
optimal a in Example 1 is about 4.0 10m3, that in Example 2 is 1.3 ,~ IO-“; 
they are different considerably from each other. Thus, the optimal 01 depends on 
the error on the data, and also on the identification problem itself. 
5. CONCLUDING ~EhmItKs 
The main purpose of the present paper is to develop the deterministic theory 
for identification of distributed parameter systems, which was made possible by 
the method of the regularization. Further, we showed that the statistical estima- 
tion methods have an aspect of the regularization of non well-posed problems. 
The approximation of the true solution is obtained by the regularization on 
the assumption of the smallness of the errors, while the prevailing statistical 
estimation methods give the “statistically optimal” solutions. 
Therefore, when we have sufficient informations about the properties of the 
noises, the statistical methods are more powerful than the deterministic method. 
On the other hand, if the statistical assumptions are not evident, the regulariza- 
tion is considered to be a more effective tool for identification. 
There are many problems to be solved about the regularization. Though the 
range of the regularizing parameter iy is roughly determined (See Section 2, 
Theorem 4.), it is not yet known how to choose the optimal u. Therefore, we must 
solve the problem for different a’s and take the reasonable or “plausible” 
solution. Moreover, when T-l does not exist, it is not known generally whether 
the pseudo-solution gives a meaningful approximation of the true solution or not. 
A lot of researches and also many computational experiences seems to be neces- 
sary for these problems. 
APPENDIX 
1. The proof of Theorem 1 
First, note that there exists a unique optimal solution for J&w) (a > 0) 
because JJzJ) is a strictly convex functional as a linear combination of convex 
functionals, and also J&(w) tends to infinity as I( v  /I + CCI, from the property of 
M(zf). (See Lions [5].) 
The second assertion of the theorem is proved as follows. First, as u, is the 
optimal solution for JJV), 
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On the other hand, as u is a optimal solution for J(V), there holds 
J(v) - J(4 20 for any v  E U&d, 21 E X. 642) 
Putting v  = u in (Al), and z’ r= u, in (A2), and by adding these inequalities, we 
have 
i.e., 
(M(uJ - M(u)) < 0, 
M(u) >, M(u,). (A3) 
From the assumption for M(c), 11 u, /I < C onst. From the weak compactness of 
Hilbert spaces, we can choose a subsequence {u,} such that 
u, -+ w weakly in U. 
As Use is weakly closed, w E Ur+e . On the other hand, J(v) and M(v) are weakly 
lower semicontinuous from the convexity and strong continuity. That is, 
!irJ J(uJ g? j(w), !irJ M(u,) 3 M(w). 
u-o u-0 
Hence, taking the limit of (Al), we have 
i.e., w E X. From (A3), M(u) 3 M(w). H ence, by the definition of ii, we have 
c = w. As every weakly convergent sequence has a unique limit U; it is clear that 
u, + I weakly in U, without taking a subsequence. Moreover, from (A3), 
M(ii) > iiij M(u,). 
From the above relation and the weak lower semicontinuity, we have 
lii M(u,) = M(a). [ (‘9 
2. The proof of Theorem 2 
As u”, is the optimal solution for Iin( there holds 
%l~(%,) G E”(%J d J”(u) + %Jqu) G Bn + %Jqu), 
i.e., 
b46) 
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Therefore, we have /) uan /I < Const. Then, there is a subsequence {uoU}, such 
that u,~ + w weakly in U. As in the previous theorem, we have w E CT,, . 
From the assumption I), we can easily prove 
Then, taking the limit of the relation 
we have J(w) = 0, or, in other words, w E X. Further, taking the limit of (A7), 
we obtain 
M(w) < M(u) for any u E 9. 
That is, w = ii. Hence, u,” converges weakly to U. Moreover, from (A7), we have 
From the weak semicontinuity of M(V), we obtain 
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